
As storage capacity requirements are increasing exponentially, the cost and complexity of maintaining data on primary or secondary disk 
also increases. Data stored on disk, even when stored in a RAID or replicated RAID environment is at risk. Data is primarily protected 
through a backup regime, which is also becoming more costly and complex. Backup is primarily used to protect an organization’s data from 
a disaster, where a site or data storage solution is lost. However, the main reason to restore data is typically due to user error, deleting or 
over-writing data accidentally. Storing data in an archive preserves data by using hardware that is inherently more stable, and software that 
automatically copies data and uses data verification techniques to ensure data has not degraded over time.

 Solution Benefits

• Pre-installed Archive Gateway using Hitachi
   Rackmount or Blade Servers

• Create tiered storage environment, digital assets
   stored on most appropriate storage

• Data on each tier can be accessed directly using
   CIFS or NFS or migrated back to original location 

• Integrates with all Hitachi Data storage products;
   HNAS, HUS, and HCP

• Supports all Tape Library vendors using industry
   standard LTFS or optimized proprietary formats,
   with LTO-5, LTO-6, TS1140 or T10000C drives

• Secure, long-term asset preservation and
   management including data retention

• Enterprise-class solution, scales to multi petabytes

• Multiple archive disaster protection options, including
   replication and mirroring

Flexible Archive Gateway for Media Assets

QStar Technologies and HDS have partnered to create a flexible archive gateway
based on QStar’s industry leading archive management software and HDS fast 
and flexible server platforms, that integrate into any archive environment, but in 
particular “Media Cloud” or “Broadcast Archive” use cases. The Archive Gateway 
integrates seamlessly with Hitachi file and content platforms including Hitachi 
Network Attached Storage (HNAS) and the Hitachi Content Platform (HCP).  
 In addition, removable media archive technology, such as LTO tape libraries or Blu-ray 
optical libraries, are also supported. 

Broadcasters can now benefit from a more fully converged architecture for archive that 
combines elements of computing, networking and storage under a single management 
layer. The Archive Gateway solution presents one or many archive technologies as a 
NAS disk, while migrating, moving or copying content from a variety of applications and 
storage environments. Especially attractive is the ability to create a seamless archive 
resource for popular media asset management systems and media server systems.

Other archive “appliances” are designed with a single archive technology in mind. 
Some use disk, some use tape, others optical. The Archive Gateway is unique in that it 
supports all archive technologies, both separately or combined together. Data can be 
archived to HCP and at the same time to tape, if required. 
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Optimize with a Multi-tiered Environment

The Archive Gateway is designed to be future-proof. Archive data is managed over time, moving data from old technology to new 
without affecting the media application. Data can be automatically migrated from older tape to newer tape or HCP, to meet ever-
changing organizational requirements and match best use cases.

The Archive Gateway in combination with Network Migrator manages the movement of content from third party primary storage into 
the archive. In a second option, the data migratory capability of the Hitachi NAS is used to stub the files within the NAS. The Archive 
Manager acts as the external volume for this migration. In both these options, the archive tier can be a combination of Tape Libraries 
and / or HCP. 

A third option of creating a tiered archive uses HCP as the second tier with tape as a final tier for oldest data. This method takes 
advantage of a new feature built into HCP 6.0 – the ability to hold the metadata, while tiering the data to an NFS v3 target. The QStar 
Archive Manager acts as the NFS target and moves the data to tape libraries or optical jukeboxes. The data is restored by Archive 
Manager when HCP queries the NFS target for read/retrieval.

Configuration Options

Tier One Tier Two Tier Three

Configuration 1 Primary RAID HCP Tape

Configuration 2 Primary RAID HCP and /or Tape

Configuration 3 HNAS HCP Tape

Configuration 4 HNAS HCP and /or Tape

Multiple File Systems and API Support

For a tape library, QStar offers industry-leading LTFS support with volume spanning and optional file spanning support. This simplifies 
the addition of LTFS based media into any workflow as data sets are created that grow as the organization requires additional 
capacity. Alternatively, QStar provides an optimized proprietary file system, offering near 100% media utilization, further reducing the 
total cost of storage by densely packing data in the fewest media, so taking fewer media slots in the library. 

QStar has supported the Rest API command set of HCP for more than 3 years, adding and growing the solution set as HDS adds 
additional functionality and flexibility. The Archive Gateway provides a server / software solution that scales with the HCP, supporting 
tens of billions of files and hundreds of petabytes. 
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